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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
w xIn 1992, Tarafdar 3 proved a continuous selection theorem in H-space
as follows:
  4.THEOREM A. Let X be a compact topological space and Y, G anA
H-space. Let T : X ª 2Y be a set-¨ alued mapping such that
 .  .i for each x g X, T x is a nonempty H-con¨ex subset of Y,
 . y1 .   .4ii for each y g Y, T y s x g X : y g T x contains an open
 .subset O of X O may be empty for some y ,y y
 .  4iii D O : y g Y s X.y
Then there is a continuous selection f : X ª Y of T such that f s g (w,
where g : D ª Y and w : X ª D are continuous mappings and n is somen n
positi¨ e integer; D is an n-simplex.n
w xIn 1996, Wu and Shen 4 improved the selection theorems of Yannelis
w x w xand Prabhakar 5 and Ding, Kim, and Tan 2 by establishing the follow-
ing:
THEOREM B. Let X be a nonempty paracompact subset of a Hausdorff
topological space E and let Y be a nonempty subset of a Hausdorff topological
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¨ector space F. Suppose that S, T : X ª 2Y are two multi¨ alued mappings
with the following conditions:
 .  .  .  .i For each x g X, S x is nonempty and co S x ; T x ,
 .ii S has local intersection property.
Then T has a continuous selection, i.e., there is a continuous mapping
 .  .f : X ª Y such that f x g T x for each x g X.
In this paper, we present a new continuous selection theorem which
includes Theorems A and B as special cases.
For convenience, we first give some definitions and notations:
w x  .DEFINITION 1.1 1, 3 . Let X be a topological space and let F X be
 4the family of all nonempty finite subsets of X. Let G be a family ofA
 .nonempty contractible subsets of X indexed by A g F X such that
  4.G ; G whenever A ; A9. The pair X, G is called an H-space.A A9 A
  4.Let X, G be an H-space and let D, C be two subsets of X. D is saidA
to be H-convex with respect to C if G ; D for each finite nonemptyA
subset A of C. D is said to be H-convex if C s D.
For a nonempty subset K of an H-space, we define the H-convex hull of
K, denoted by H-co K, as H-co K s F D ; X : D is H-convex and K ;
4D . Then H-co K is H-convex and is the smallest H-convex set containing
 4K. It is also known that H-co K s D H-co A: A is a finite subset of K .
 4DEFINITION 1.2. Let I be a finite or infinite index set and let e : a g Ia
be a given abstract set. Let
 4E s x s x e : x : a g I is a real number set a a a
agI
and at most finitely many x / 0 .a 5
 . 1 If E is equipped with the linear operation x q y s  x qa g I a
.  . 5 5  < < 2 .1r2y e ; l x s  l x e and the norm x s  x , wherea a a g I a a a g I a
 4x s  x e , y s  y e g E; l g R and suppose that e : a g Ia g I a a a g I a a a
is a linearly independent set, then it is obvious that E is a real normed
linear space.
 . 2 For each nonempty subset J of I, the convex hull D of e : a gJ a
4J is defined by
D s x s x e g E: x s 1 and x G 0, ;a g J . J a a a a 5
agJ agJ
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 .3 For each finite subset J of I which contains at least two
elements, the boundary set ­D of D is defined byJ J
­D s D . 1.1 .DJ J _a 4
agJ
LEMMA 1.1. Let D , ­D be the same as those in Definition 1.2. ThenI J
 .i D ; D whene¨er J9 ; J ; I;J 9 J
 .ii D l D s D for any J, J9 ; I;J J 9 J l J 9
 . iii for any finite subset J of I, ­D s x s  x e gJ a g J a a
4D : min x s 0 ;J a g J a
 .  4iv D s D D : J is any finite nonempty subset of I .I J
 .  .  .Proof. Conclusions i , iii , and iv are obvious. Now we prove conclu-
 .  .sion ii . For any subset J and J9 of I, by i we have
D ; D l D . 1.2 .J l J 9 J J 9
On the other hand, for each x g D l D , we haveJ J 9
x s x e s xX e , x s 1, xX s 1.   a a a a a a
agJ agJ 9 agJ agJ 9
5 5  < < 2 < X < 2Therefore x y x s  x q  x y x qa g J _ J 9 a a g J l J 9 a a
< X < 2 .1r2 x s 0. This implies that x s 0 if a g J _ J9 and so x sa g J 9_ J a a
 x e s  x e ,  x s  x s 1. It follows thata g J a a a g J l J 9 a a a g J l J 9 a a g J a
x g D and henceJ l J 9
D l D ; D . 1.3 .J J 9 J l J 9
 .  .  .Combining 1.2 and 1.3 , we obtain ii .
DEFINITION 1.3. Let E be a linear topological space, F a topological
space, and D a nonempty subset of E. A mapping f : D ª F is said to be
<finitely continuous if the mapping f : D l E ª F is continuous forD l E 11
each finite-dimensional linear subspace E of E.1
DEFINITION 1.4. Let E, F be two topological spaces. The mappings
< <f , g : E ª F are said to be consistent if f s g whenever D [ D l DD D g f
/ B, where D and D are the domains of f and g, respectively.f g
Let F be a class of mappings. F is called a consistent class if, for any f ,
g g F, f and g are consistent.
w xDEFINITION 1.5 4 . Let E, F be two topological spaces. A multifunc-
tion T : E ª 2 F is said to have local intersection property if, for each
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 .  .x g E with T x / B, there exists an open neighborhood N x of x such
  .  .4that F T z : z g N x / B.
In this paper, a subset of topological space is considered to have relative
topology.
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
 4  4LEMMA 2.1. Let I s 1, 2, . . . , n , n G 2, D s co e , . . . , e . LetI 1 n
  4.F, G be an H-space and Y a nonempty subset of F, and let y , . . . , y be nA 1 n
 .points in Y not necessarily distinct . For each subset J of I, we denote G byA
 4  4G for short, where A s y : i g J . Let F s f : J ; I, J / I, J / B be aJ i J
family of mappings satisfying:
 .i for each f g F, the mapping f : D ª G is continuous;J J J J
 .ii F is a consistent class.
 4Then there exists a continuous mapping f : D ª G such that F j f is aI I I I
consistent class.
 .  .  .Proof. By i , ii , and 1.1 we define a continuous mapping g : ­D ª GI I
by
g x s f x if x g D , J ; I , J / I. 2.1 .  .  .J J
n  .Let x s  1rn e g D . Now we construct the mapping f .is1 i I I
 .  4I First, we construct a continuous function H: D _ x ª ­D =I I
 x0, 1 as follows.
n  4  4 Take x s  x e g D _ x . Since x / x, min x - 1rn. Inis1 i i I 1F iF n i
n  . nfact, if x G 1rn, i s 1, 2, . . . , n, then we have  x y 1rn s  xi is1 i is1 i
y 1 s 0 and x y 1rn G 0. Hence we have x s 1rn, i s 1, . . . , n, andi i
.x s x. Let
y1 y1
 4k x s 1 y n min x s 1 y n min P x , 2.2 .  .  . /  /i i
1FiFn 1FiFn
 4where P is the projection of D onto span e . Then k is a continuousi I i
 .  4function and k x G 1 for each x g D _ x . LetI
1
z x s k x x q 1 y k x x and t x s . 2.3 .  .  .  .  . .
k x .
 .  .  .Using Lemma 1.1 iii and simplifying, we have z x g ­D and t x gI
 x  4  x0, 1 . Define H: D _ x ª ­D = 0, 1 byI I
H x s z x , t x . 2.4 .  .  .  . .
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y1 .  x  4Then H x is continuous and H : ­D = 0, 1 ª D _ x , given byI I
y1H z , t s tz q 1 y t x , 2.5 .  .  .
is also continuous.
 .  x  .  xII Next we define a mapping G: ­D = 0, 1 ª g ­D = 0, 1 byI I
G z , t s g z , t . 2.6 .  .  . .
Since g is continuous, so is G.
 .  .  xIII Now we construct a continuous mapping M: g ­D = 0, 1 ªI
G .I
Since G is a contractible set, the identity on G is homotopic with aI I
constant mapping, i.e., there exists a point y g G and a continuousI
w xmapping P: G = 0, 1 ª G such thatI I
P y , 1 s y and P y , 0 s y 2.7 .  .  .
for each y g G . LetI
<M s P 2.8 .g ­D .=0 , 1xI
 .  xbe the restriction of P on g ­D = 0, 1 . Hence M is continuous by theI
continuity of P.
 .IV Finally, we define f : D ª G byI I I
 4M G H x if x g D _ x , . . . If x s 2.9 .  .I  y if x s x .
 4Now we verify that f is continuous and F j f is a consistent class.I I
 .a By the continuity of M, G, and H, it is sufficient to prove that fI
is continuous at x.
 x  For each r g 0, 1 , it is obvious that the set U s x g D : x s tz q 1r I
. 4y t x, z g ­D , 0 F t - r is an open neighborhood of x in D . If x is aI I
 .discontinuous point of f , then there exists a neighborhood N y of y suchI
 .that, for each positive integer m, there exists a point x g U x / xm 1r m m
 .  .  .such that f x f N y . On the other hand, let x s t z q 1 y t x,I m m m m m
 .  .  .  .  .where z g ­D and t g 0, 1rm . Then, by 2.5 , 2.6 , 2.8 , and 2.9 ,m I m
we have
f x s f Hy1 z , t s M G z , t .  .  . . .I m I m m m m
s M g z , t s P g z , t . 2.10 .  .  . .  .m m m m
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 .Since ­D is a compact set and g is continuous, g ­D is compact.I I
 .  .Without loss of generality, we can assume that g z ª y g g ­D ; Gm 0 I I
  . .  .  .  .and hence g z , t ª y , 0 as m ª `. By 2.10 and 2.7 , we havem m 0
 .   . .  .  .  .f x s P g z , t ª P y , 0 s y m ª ` , which contradicts f xI m m m 0 I m
 .f N y , m s 1, 2, . . . . Therefore f is continuous.I
 .  4  .b In order to prove that F j f is a consistent class, by 2.1 andI
 .condition ii , it is sufficient to prove that f is consistent with g, i.e.,I
<  .  .  .f s g. In fact, for each x g ­D , by Lemma 1.1 iii and 2.2 , 2.3 ,­DI II
 .  .  .2.4 , 2.6 ] 2.9 , we have
x g ­D « k x s 1 « z x s x and t x s 1 « H x s x , 1 .  .  .  .  .I
« f x s M G x , 1 s M g x , 1 s P g x , 1 s g x . .  .  .  .  . .  .  .I
This completes the proof.
  4.  4THEOREM 2.2. Let F, G be an H-space and let Y s y : a g I be aA a
nonempty subset of F, where I is a finite or infinite index set. Let D sI
 4co e : a g I . Then there exists a mapping f : D ª H-co Y such thata I
 .i f is finitely continuous on D ,I
 .  .ii for each finite nonempty subset J of I, f D ; G [ G , whereJ J A
 4A s y : a g J .a
Proof. If I is a finite set, by Lemma 2.1, let f s f , and the conclusionI
is proved. If I is an infinite set, we will form f by induction
 4For any singleton a of I, take a point z g G and define f : D sa a 4 a 4 a 4
 4  .e ª G by f e s z . Thus we obtain a class of mappings G s Fa a 4 a 4 a a 1 1
 4s f : a g I .a 4
Suppose we have formed n classes of mappings F , . . . , F satisfying:1 n
 4a F s f : J is any subset of i elements of I , i s 1, . . . , n , . i J
n
b G s F is a consistent class, 2.11 .  .Dn i
is1
c for each f g G , f : D ª G is continuous. . J n J J J
nq1  .Now we construct F such that G s D F satisfies 2.11 .nq1 nq1 is1 i
 4For any subset I* of n q 1 elements of I, let H s f g G _ : J ; I* .J n
Then D and H satisfy the conditions in Lemma 2.1. Hence there exists aI*
 4continuous mapping f : D ª G such that f j H is a consistentI* I* I* I*
 4class. Next we prove that f j G is a consistent class. In fact, for eachI* n
 .f g G , if J l I* / B, then f g H, and by Lemma 1.1 ii we haveJ n J l I*
< < < <f s f s f s f s f . 2.12 .D l D D D D l DI* I* J l I* J JI * J I *l J I *l J I * J
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The assertion is proved. By the arbitrariness of I*, we obtain F s f : Jnq1 J
4is any subset of n q 1 elements of I . Take f , f g F , if J l J9 / BJ J 9 nq1
 . <and J / J9, then f g G . Similar to 2.12 we can prove f sD l DJ l J 9 n J J J 9
< nq1  . .  .f . Therefore, G s D F satisfies 2.11 a ] c .D l DJ 9 nq1 is1 iJ J 9
 4`By induction, we can obtain a sequence G such that each Gn ns1 n
 . ` `satisfies 2.11 . Now let G s D G s D F and define f : D ª H-ns1 n ns1 n I
co Y as follows:
 .For each x g D , by Lemma 1.1 iv , there exists a finite nonemptyI
 .  .subset J of I such that x g D . Thus let f x s f x , f g G. It followsJ J J
 .from the consistency of G that f x is definite for each x g D . SinceI
<  .  .f s f , f satisfies conditions i and ii in this theorem. This completesD JJ
the proof.
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a nonempty paracompact subset of a Hausdorff
  4.space E. Let F, G be an H-space and let Y be a nonempty subset of F.A
Suppose S, T : X ª 2Y are two multi¨ alued mappings such that
 .  .i S has local intersection property and S x is nonempty for each
x g X ;
 .  .  .ii for each x g X, T x is H-con¨ex with respect to S x .
Then T has a continuous selection, i.e., there is a continuous mapping
 .  .f : X ª Y such that f x g T x for each x g X.
 .  .Proof. For each x g X, by i , there exists an open neighborhood N x
of x such that
M x s S z : z g N x / B. 2.13 4 .  .  .  .F
Since X is paracompact, there is a locally finite open refinement R [
 4   . 4U : a g I of the N x : x g X , where I is an index set. Therefore, fora
each a g I, there exists x g X such thata
U ; N x . 2.14 .  .a a
Taking
y g M x , a g I , 2.15 .  .a a
 4  .then the set y : a g I ; S X ; Y.a
 4Let D s co e : a g I . By virtue of Theorem 2.2, there exists a finitelyI a
continuous mapping g : D ª H-co Y such thatI
g D ; G 2.16 .  .J J
for each finite nonempty subset J of I, where G [ G and A [ y : a gJ A a
4J .
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  . 4Suppose d x : a g I is a partition of unity subordinated to R sucha
that
w xa for each a g I , d : X ª 0, 1 is continuous, . a
b x g X : d x / 0 ; U for each a g I , 2.17 4 .  .  .a a
c d x s 1 for each x g X. .  . a
agI
 .Since R is locally finite, there are at most finitely many d x / 0 fora
 .each x g X. Hence the mapping C: X ª D , defined by C x sI
 . d x e , x g X, is continuous.a g I a a
Now define f : X ª H-co Y by f s g (C.
 .I We prove that f is continuous.
 .For each x g X, there exists a neighborhood V x of x such that
  . 4J s a g I: U l V x / B is a finite subset of I. Thus g is continuousa
 .on D . Besides, for each z g V x , we haveJ
C z s d x e s d x e g D , .  .  . a a a a J
agI agJ
  ..  .i.e., C V x ; D . Therefore f s g (C is continuous on V x and so isJ
also at x. By the arbitrariness of x g X, we can see that f is continuous on
X.
 .  .  .II We verify that f x g T x for each x g X.
 .   . 4  .  .In fact, for each x g X, let J x s a g I: d x / 0 . By 2.13 , 2.14 ,a
 .  .2.15 , and 2.17 , we have
y g y : a g J x « b g J x « d x / 0 « x g U 4 .  .  .b a b b
« x g N x « M x ; S x « y g S x , .  .  .  .b b b
  .4  .  .i.e., A s y : a g J x ; S x . By condition ii ,a
G [ G ; T x . 2.18 .  .J  x . A
 .  .  .Therefore it follows from C x s  d x e s  d x e ga g I a a a g J  x . a a
 .  .D and 2.16 and 2.18 thatJ  x .
f x s g C x g g D ; G s G ; T x . .  .  . .  .J  x . J  x . A
 .Assertion II is proved.
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 .  .Combining I and II , we know that f is a continuous selection of T.
This completes the proof.
 .  .Remark. It is obvious that Theorem 2.3 contains Theorems A and B
as its special cases.
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